Industry-leading health law news and analysis, integrated with primary source materials and research aids.
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HEALTH LAW RESOURCE CENTER™
Industry-leading health law news and analysis, integrated with primary source materials and research aids.

1. In-depth Analysis from Health Law Experts
   Expert perspectives from Bloomberg BNA’s Portfolios and health law books focused on business and taxation, fraud and abuse, and more.

2. Comprehensive Primary Source Materials
   Full text of pertinent federal laws, regulations, and important documents from various health law agencies.

3. Informative State Legislative and Regulatory Digests
   Updates on the progress of health law legislation and regulations in each state, along with state law topical surveys.

4. Streamlined Search Tool
   Search the Resource Center platform for specific content or use the ‘Find Cases’ citation or keyword identification tool to instantly locate the cases you need.

5. BNA Insights Articles and Videos from Leading Experts
   Leading practitioners provide valuable perspectives on the latest legal developments.

For a FREE trial, contact your Bloomberg BNA Representative at 800.372.1033 or visit www.bna.com/hlrc
**HEALTH LAW RESOURCE CENTER™**

**News and Analysis**

**Unparalleled Health Law Coverage**
Bloomberg BNA’s network of more than 500 reporters, editors, and correspondents in the nation’s capital and at key federal, state, and international locations delivers timely reporting and broad coverage of health care law essential to staying ahead of the constant legal changes you face.

Our 11 notification services focus on the most critical areas of health care law, and include:

- **Health Care Daily Report™**
- **Health Law Reporter™**
- **Health Care Fraud Report™**

**Expert Legal Analysis**
Explore the unique perspectives of leading practitioners, professors, and academic leaders in our 22 health law Portfolios and six health law books.

**Insightful Commentary**
In-depth articles and videos from leading health law experts provide thought leadership into today’s legal developments.

**Specialized Practice Tools**
Answer important health law questions with our proprietary suite of practice tools developed by leading health law practitioners. Everything you need, from HIPAA Security Rule Risk Analysis to forms to ensure informed consent for medical research. Includes the Affordable Care Act Implementation Monitor.

**Primary Sources**

**Comprehensive Primary Source Materials**
Fully searchable federal health care statutes, regulations, court decisions, and agency documents.

**State Legislative and Regulatory Digests**
Stay on top of the latest health law developments in all 50 states.

**Fraud Settlement Agreement Navigator — NEW!**
Access our collection of more than 250 settlement agreements — and corresponding corporate integrity agreements (CIAs) — from 2006 to the present.

**Superior Organization**

**Designed for Greater Efficiency**
The Health Law Resource Center’s platform offers easy navigation and dynamic search capabilities to answer your research questions quickly and efficiently. It’s organized according to specific areas of health law, and searchable by Topic Tabs allowing you to focus on the subjects most relevant to your research, including:

- Business & Taxation
- Fraud, Abuse & Compliance
- Health Information & Technology
- Health Insurance & Benefits
- Hospital & Provider Regulation
- Medicare & Medicaid
- Pharmaceuticals & Life Sciences

**User-Friendly Search Tool**
Search full-text decisions of the most significant health law cases, including all cases listed in BNA Portfolios — searchable by citation or keyword.

The Health Law Resource Center’s unique design saves you both time and resources, allowing you to:

- Search through Bloomberg BNA’s accumulated health law content by key topical areas to pinpoint the information you need quickly and easily
- Browse search results in categorized views made as broad or as narrow as you wish
- Zero in on the most critical documents of the day with a topically-focused Key Documents box on each tab

**Intuitive Cited-in Feature**
Automatically locate links to additional cases, news, and analysis in which the specific case is referenced.
NEW FRAUD SETTLEMENTS DATABASE
Search and selectively filter Bloomberg BNA’s collection of more than 250 settlement agreements — and corresponding corporate integrity agreements — between health care entities and the government.

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT IMPLEMENTATION MONITOR
Track important health care reform legislation and regulations with this specialized timeline/compliance calendar.

KEY STATE INFORMATION
Stay on top of the latest health law developments in all 50 states through an expansive state monitoring service which tracks regulatory developments, and monitors and digests state health care legislation.

For a FREE trial, contact your Bloomberg BNA Representative at 800.372.1033 or visit www.bna.com/hlrc
HEALTH LAW INTELLIGENCE
DESIGNED FOR YOUR NEEDS.

BNA INSIGHTS
In-depth articles and videos from leading experts provide real-world context on today’s legal trends and developments.

Important Benefits
• Quickly find the information you need with our superior organizational design to:
  • Focus on topics that matter most
  • Answer your research questions more efficiently through dynamic search capabilities
• Gain a competitive advantage through thought leadership from experts in the field.
  Access more than 200 BNA Insights articles, 22 Portfolios, and six health law books to get analysis on the most critical issues in health law.
• Keep up to date on the critical developments in health law with our in-depth news coverage.
• Research more efficiently with comprehensive primary source materials.
  Access the most significant health law cases, statutes, regulations, and agency documents — fully searchable and browseable.
• Take advantage of the experience of leading practitioners with practice tools to help you confidently handle transactional and compliance issues, track implementation timelines, stay on top of the latest state developments, and more.
• Access health fraud tables and violation penalties.
• Track the latest practitioner news and be the first to know about law firm changes.

KIRK J. NAHRA
Partner, Wiley Rein LLP, Washington, DC
Author of HIPAA checklist
Advisor on Health Law Reporter™ & Health Care Fraud Report™
As PPACA is implemented, it is essential to track how the regulators and enforcers are responding, and where Congress and the state legislatures are heading, in order to advise health law clients effectively. BNA allows me to keep an eye on the big picture, while adding important details about health care issues that I track closely.

Robert L. Roth
Partner, Hooper, Lundy & Bookman, P.C.
Washington, DC

I know when I’m reading BNA’s health care publications, I’m getting the full story. Every morning when I log in to my computer I get hit with a swarm of information from various sources. BNA becomes my final arbiter of what’s happening in the field. I like BNA’s reports because they bring together the full range of legislative, regulatory, business, and litigation issues.

Michael M. Gaba
Partner and Federal Policy Leader of the Health Law and Life Sciences Team, Holland & Knight LLP
Washington, DC

I wanted to let you know how much I value BNA. BNA’s coverage is timely, comprehensive, and sophisticated. BNA keeps me from drowning in the ocean of information that crashes on my desk every morning.

David Laigaie
Partner, Chair, Corporate Investigations, White Collar Group
Dilworth Paxson, LLP
Philadelphia, PA

Our lineup of Resource Centers continues to expand!

• Labor & Employment Law Resource Center
• Intellectual Property Law Resource Center
• Telecommunications Law Resource Center
• Internet Law Resource Center
• Health Law Resource Center
• Benefits Practice Resource Center
• Bankruptcy Law Resource Center

To learn more or to start your FREE trial, contact your Bloomberg BNA Representative at 800.372.1033 or visit www.bna.com/hlrc